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ABSTRACT.  Let / be a strictly increasing continuous real function de-

fined near 0+ with /(0) = /'(0) = 0.   Such a function is called a K-function if

for every constant k, f(6 + kf(d))lf(Ô) —* 1/ as 9 —► 0+.   The curve in the

open unit disc with corresponding representation 1 — r = f(8) is called a K-

curve.   Several analytic and geometric conditions are obtained for iC-curves and

^-functions.   This provides a framework for some rather explicit results involv-

ing parts in the closure of ÍT-curves, //""-interpolating sequences lying on K-

curves and the behavior of their Blaschke products.   In addition, a sequence of

points in the disc tending upper tangentially to 1 with moduli increasing strictly

to 1 and arguments decreasing strictly to 0 is proved to be interpolating if and

only if the hyperbolic distance between successive points remains bounded away

from zero.

1. Introduction and preliminaries.  Let D be the open unit disc in the com-

plex plane. We assume that the reader is somewhat familiar with the theory of

H°°(D) as a function algebra including such basic concepts (see [1]) as its maxi-

mal ideal space, the fiber V1 above 1, the pseudohyperbolic metric x(z> w) =

\z — w\/\l — zw\, and the papers [2] and [3] on the parts of//00.

Following through the proofs of [3] it is easy to see that all the results

there hold for a wider class of curves than those hypothesized. In particular the

only property of the convex curves in that paper which was used was that these

curves were ^-curves in the sense of the following definition.

Definition 1.1.  Let/be a strictly increasing continuous real function de-

fined near 0+ with /(0) = f'(0) = 0.  Then, / is called a K-function if for every

kG (-°°, oo),

,.      Z(0 + kf(6))  _
hm  -77TZ-1.

e^o+      /(0)

If T is an upper tangential curve in D terminating at 1 whose polar
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representation is 1 — r = f(9), then V is called a K-curve.

In §2 we will present a number of equivalent analytic and geometric cri-

teria for A'-curves and A"-functions.  This will lead to a new description of the

various Wermer maps onto the parts in the closure of A'-curves. We also show

that the class of A'-curves is definitely wider than the class of curves in [3].

A theorem of Wortman in [4] states that a sequence {z„}of points lying

on a convex upper tangential curve in D terminating at 1 is an interpolating se-

quence if and only if the numbers x(z„> zn+\) are bounded away from zero.  We

call a sequence {zn =rne   "} in D tending to 1 a (strict) M-sequence if rn in-

creases (strictly) to 1, 9n decreases (strictly) to zero and 0„/(l — rn) —► °° as n

—► °°.  In § 3 we prove that an M-sequence is interpolating if and only if it satis-

fies Wortman's condition, thus subsuming his result. In the special case that the

points {zn } are (asymptotically) equally x-spaced, we study the boundary be-

havior of the associated Blaschke product B. We prove that the restriction of B

to any part hit by the closure of its sequence of zeros is again a Blaschke product.

In fact, we explicitly compute which Blaschke product it is.  One interesting

topological consequence is that for any A"-curve T the set V1 — (J1- — T) (the

weak* closure) is disconnected.

2.  Descriptions of A'-curves.  As in [3] we will often be interested in the

quantities (z = re'e, w = pe1*)

a(z) =-: = Re    T-i—   ,
W     1 + 2r cos 0 + r2 U+*/'

b(z)-l + 2rcos9+r2--lm\T+z,h

l-X2(z,w)= ilZÙlZÉl .
1 — 2rp cos (0 - ip) + r2p2

One simple result we will soon refer to is

Lemma 2.1. Let {rew} and {peup} be two nets in D tending to 1 indexed

by the same index set. If S, a and b are limits respectively of x(z, w),

(1 - p)/(l - r) and (9 - <p)/(l - r) then 1 - S2 = 4/(«_I + 2 + a + b2a~x).

Proof.   Clear from the identity

1-X^.w)-^il^-
(LZL + 2r + r2 ±^ + 2rp 1~cos^~^
\1-P \-r+Zrp (\-r)(\-p))

We next require some lemmas which later become part of the main theorem

(Theorem 2.6).
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Lemma 2.2. Suppose fis a strictly increasing real function near 0+ with

/TO) = Z'(0) = 0. Suppose for some k0 =£ 0, f(6 - V(fl))//(0) -* 1 w fl -*

0+.  Then f is a K-function.

Proof. We will assume k0 > 0; the other case is handled similarly. Be-

cause Z is monotone, the ratio in question tends to 1 if â;0 is replaced by k G

(0, k0). Let k', e > 0 be chosen such that 2e < k0 and k' — 2e = kl <k0<

k'. By our previous remark we may choose 0 < S < (kQ — kl)¡kl and fl so

small that /(fl) < (1 + S)/(0 - 2 ef(d)). Then, if <p = 0 - 2 ef(d),

k1f(8)/f(v)<(l+8)k1=ct<k0.

Thus,

z(A - k'f(6)) _ fdP - *i/(g)) m > n* - »m) M -+i
1 /(Ö)       "       /&>)       Afl) /(*)      A0)

Clearly, the ratio in question then tends to 1 for all k > 0.

Now, let it > 0, <p = 0 + kf(B). Then, k(f(d) ~Z(v)) < 0, so 0 > 0 +

kf(d) - kfbp) = ip- kf(ip) and f(B) > f(<p - kf(ip)). Consequently,

f(9 + kf(9))      m    _+.
/(fl)      fto-kfm

by the first part of the proof.  The result follows.

Lemma 2.3. Let {rne "}be a strict M-sequence in D. Suppose that kn =

(0n ~ 0«+1)/0 - O » bounded away from zero and yn=(l- rn + 1)/(l -rn)

—» 1. /// is any strictly increasing continuous real function near 0+ passing

through the points (Bn, 1 — /■„), then fis a K-function, and for any two such func-

functions f g we have f(d)/g(0) —► 1 as 0 —► 0+.

Proof.  Clearly, /(0) = Z'(0) = 0.  Choose N so large that y„> & for « >

N. Select k0 so that 0 < 2k0 < kn for all «. If 0„+x < 0 < 6n and n > N,

then V(A) < V(°«)- Since kolkn+i < % </(0n+i)//(0„)> we have 0 -

W > en + i - k„ + if(On+1) = 9„+2- Consequently,

Z(fl-V(fl)) ^Z(fl„+2)

Z(9)       _>/(fl„)      " 7,,+ 1 ' T"       L

By Lemma 2.2, / is a /^-function.  The last assertion of the present lemma fol-

lows from the inequalities f(On+l)lf(dn) <f(ß)lg(ß) <f(ßa)l /(«„+,) for

0„+1<0<0„.
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Since we are mainly interested in the homomorphisms in the closure of a

A"-curve the following definition and lemma are natural.

Definition 2.4.  Two curves T and r' in D terminating at 1 are equiva-

lent if (r~ — T) = (r'~ — T'). Two real functions / g defined near 0+ are

equivalent if f(9)1 g(9) —► 1 as 0 —» 0+.

Lemma 2.5. Suppose T is a K-curve with polar representation 1 — r = f(9)

and T' is a curve in D terminating at 1 which admits a polar representation 1 —

r ~ i(9) with g continuous, strictly increasing and g(0) = g'(0) = 0 for 9 near

0+.  If g is equivalent to f, then g is a K-function and r' is equivalent to T. If

r' is equivalent to T, then r' is a K-curve and g is equivalent to f.

Proof.   Suppose g is equivalent to /  Then, for each e > 0, and small

enough 0, (1 - e)/(0) < g(9) < (1 + e)/(0). Thus,

. - gfgj^gfgj) > 0 - e)/(g ~ 0 + £)/(0))
1 *      g(9) (1 + e)/(0)

and by Lemma 2.2, since /is a A'-function, g is also. Next, let {rae'ea} be a net

on T tending to a homomorphism h. Choosing {pae'0<*} on T'we have by direct

computation, since ra = 1 —f(9a) and pa = 1 —g(9a),

X(rJda, P¿d«) = U -g(9a)/f(9a)\/\l + rag(9 Jf(9a)\

-* 0. Thus, paeWa —> h.  By symmetry, (T- - r) = (r'_ - T').

On the other hand, suppose that F' is equivalent to T.  Let {ipa} be any

universal net tending to 0+.  Let pae"í'0í be on r'.  Since F is a A"-curve all the

homomorphisms in T~ are nontrivial [3].  Since r' is equivalent to T it follows

from [2, Theorem 6.1], that there are corresponding points rae  a on T with

X(raeWa, Paei,fia) ~* 0.  By Lemma 2.1, ka - (9a - <pa)/(l -rj -* 0 and

(1 - rj(l - pa) = f(9a)lg(<pa) -♦ 1. Thus,

fdPa)_f(ßa-kJ(ßa))f(ßa)

SdPa) WJ Ma)  "**

since /is a A"-function. Thus ^ is equivalent to / Consequently, as above, g is a

A"-function so T' is a A"-curve.

The next result underlies much of the explicitness obtained in the succeed-

ing analysis of the parts in the closure of A'-curves.

Theorem 2.6. Let V be an upper tangential curve in D terminating at 1

and let I — r - f(9) be its polar representation with f strictly increasing,
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continuous and f(0) = f(0) = 0.  Then, each of the following conditions is equiv-

alent to each other condition and to the fact that T is equivalent to a K-curve

and f is equivalent to a K-function.

(1) There is a function g equivalent to f such that for each sequence {0„},

■0„\O+,te(0„)-£(0„ + 1)]/(0„-0„+1)^O.

(2) /(fl -/(0))//(0) -* 1 as 6 -+ 0+.

(3) For some (or for every) k ¥= 0, f(9 + kf(9))/f(9) —► 1 as 9 —*■ 0+.

(4) For some positive bounded measurable function h with essential limit

zero as 9-* 0+, (l//(fl))/£ h(t)dt -* 1 as 9 -+ 0+.

(5) There is a curve V' equivalent to T such that for each strict M-sequence

{zn} on r', the slopes of the secant lines joining successive points zn, zn+l, ap-

proach —o° as n —► oo.

(6) For some (or for every) k > 0 and for some (or for every) M-sequence

{rnei6"}onYsuch that (9„-8n+1)/(l -rn) -* k one has (1 -rn + 1)l(l-rn)
—> 1.

(7) For some (or for every) sequence on T defined recursively by

0« + i =9n-(\-rn)onehas(\-rn + l)l(\-rn)-+\.

(8) For some (or for every) M-sequence {zn} on T such that x(zn> zn+i)

-* 8 G (0, 1) one has (1 - |z„ + 11)/(1 - |z„|)-> 1.

Proof. We have already seen from Lemma 2.2 that (2) and (3) are equiva-

lent.  Suppose (1) holds.  Since g(9)¡9 -*0we may define a sequence {0„},

0„VO+,withfln+1 =en-g(9n). (1) then implies that¿r(0„ + 1)/¿f(0„)-> 1. It

follows immediately from Lemma 2.2 (with 1 — rn = g(9n)) that (2) and (3)

hold and also hold for the segmental function Zi joining successive points

(9n,g(9n)) linearly.  Furthermore, Z,(9)1 f(9) —» 1. Let ft = ZÍ, a.e. Clearly, ft

is an (essentially) positive bounded measurable function with essential limit zero

as 0 —► 0+ and fx is recovered by integration. Thus (4) holds.  On the other

hand, (1) clearly follows from (4) with g(9) = ¡q h(t)dt and we see that the

first four conditions are equivalent.

Next we show that (1) implies (5).  Let T' correspond to g so T' is equiva-
iß I

lent to T by Lemma 2.5. Let {zn = rne "} be a strict Af-sequence on T . Sup-

pressing subscripts by letting r - rn, p =rn + l,9 = 9n, <p = 9n + x, the slope, 5„,

of the secant joining zn to zn+1 is

r sin fl — p sin <¿>

" _ r cos 0 — p cos ip

_ sin ip — sin 0   _(r — p) sin 0/(sin fl — sin ip) + p_

~ sin (0 - 1/0/2   (p-r) cos ^/(sin (fl - <p)¡2) + 2r sin (0 + <p)¡2

—► —o°   as n —► °°
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since our assumption implies that (r — p)/(0 — <¿>) —> 0 (and, of course, 9,<p —► 0).

Suppose that (5) holds and 9n is defined on T as in (6).  If we take pne' n

on T', the fact that T is equivalent to Y' gives (1 + p„)/(l — rn) —> 1 and

(9n — 0„ + ,)/(l — Pn) —*■ k. Then with notation similar to the last paragraph,

and y - yn « (1 - rn+1)l(l - r„),

[2 (cos (0 + <¿>)/2) sin (0 - (¿>)/2] /(l - r) + y sin g - sin 0

" "     [2 (sin (0 + ^)/2) sin (</> - 0)/2] /(l - r) + cos 0 - y cos y? '

If Sn —► — °° as n —► °°, it is clear from the fact that (0 — <¿>)/(l — r) —► k > 0

that 7„ —► 1 which gives the required conclusion of (6) for every such sequence.

A fortiori (7) holds.

Suppose, next that for some sequence {9n} on T defined recursively by

$n+1 = dn - (] - rn) that 0 ~ rn+ iVO ~ ',) ~» 1.   BV L«111™ 22> f ***&
fies (3), thus conditions (1) through (7) are equivalent.

Finally, we show that (6) and (8) are equivalent. Suppose (6) is true and

X(z„, zn+,) —► S G (0, 1) as in (8). Choose any universal net, n(a), of indices,

n(a) —► °°. Let h0= lim z„^, hx = lim z„(a)+,. Because T is a A"-curve, we

have all the facts listed in [3]. In particular, there is a.unique f GD such that

£«(?) - (zn«x) + M1 + 7»(«)ö -* »i ■ Thus, X(¿att), «„(«)+ ,) -* 0 which

impUes that (1 - |Ia(£)|)/(l - k„(a)+1l) -* 1. By Lemma 1 of [3],

(1 - |¿a(J)|)/(l - |2„(a)l) -* Re((l - f)/(l + D) - «(£).

But fl(f) = 1 since A, is in the closure of T. Thus, (1 — |z„(a)+, |)/(1 — l^„(a)l)

—► 1. This being true for every universal net, we have the required result.

Conversely, suppose (8) holds for some M-sequence {zn}. Since

X(z„. zn+ l) -* 5 e (°» O and 1 ~ \zn+ 1 I/1 ~ Ifnj—* 1. we must have. by

Lemma 2.1, that (0„ - 0„+,)/(l ~r„) -* 2S/Vrrôî and (6) holds.

The next result gives very "explicit" descriptions of the Wermer maps onto

parts in the closure of a A"-curve.

Theorem 2.7. Let r be a K-curve with polar representation 1 — r = f(9)

and let b0 > 0. Choose 0 < 0, < 7r/2 and define zn = rne'9n recursively on T

by^n+l ~ ^n~ t>of(ßn)- Let h0 be a homomorphism in the closure in P, of

{zn}, say, h0 = lim zn(ay Let r be the Wermer map of D onto the part ofh0

such that r(0) = h0. Given z0 G D, let N be the greatest integer in b(z0)¡b0

and let X = b(z0)-Nb0. Then t(z0) = lim P„(a)e'v'I(<*> where ipn(a) =

en(a)+N _A/(0n(a)+jv)a"dp„(a)= 1 - f(<Pn(a))a(z0),

Proof. We will give the proof for b(z0) > 0. The proof for negative

values is similar.
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Let <p'n = 0„ - b(z0)f(9„), p'n = 1 -/(vX^o)- Then, from [3], t(z0) =

lim Pnra\e"Pn(-a) so the theorem will follow if we can prove that

XiPn^f'^'Pn«,)^"™)-*0-

By Lemma 2.1 this will follow from proving that (ipn —y'n)l(\ ~P„) ""* 0 and

o-p„)/(i-p;)->i.
We estimate first that

Vn=en-N±lb0f(en)-\f(en)
k=0

<K~ Z bQf(9n+k)-Xf(0„+N)
fc=0

= 0„+jV - X/(0„+Ar) = yJ„.

Let e > 0.  By Theorem 2.6, condition (7) for large n,f(9n+j) < (1 + e)/(0„+k),

j,k = 0, . . . ,N. We then estimate that

¿n > *« -  Z   VI + 0/(ö„ + fc) -70 + 0/(ô«+/v)
k = 0

JV-1

= ^>n-^0¿Zf(9n+k)-eXf(9n+N)
k=0

><Pn-e[b0(l+e)N+X]f(9n+N).

Therefore,

0 < *«-*'"  < fg(fo) + e*ofl>/(<W)

1-P« *(*o) /(*„)   *

It is clear that (<¿>„ — <p^)/(l — p„) —► 0.  Similarly,

(1 -p„)/(l -p'n) =f(9n)lf(*'n) <f(9n)lf(9n+N+1) -> 1.

Using [3] it is not hard to see that another way of describing geometrically

what we have done in Theorem 2.7 is the following:   For each 7 G (0, °°) and

each ô G (I7 — 11/I7 + 1|, 1), the circle x(z> z„) = 5 eventually intersects the

curve T(f, 7) (given by f(9) = 7(1 — r)) in two points which are asymptotically

equivalent to the points on T(/, 7) with arguments 9n+N — Xf(9n+N) and

9n-ff + X/(0„_jv) where N and X are computed by \b I = Nb0 + X, 0 < X <

b0, and

b2 = [S2 - ((7 - l)/(7 + I))2] [(7 + 1)2/72(1 -S2)]-

(This evaluation of b follows from Lemma 2.1 and the relation 7 = l/a from

[3]-)
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We close this section with an example which demonstrates that the class

of A'-functions is definitely wider than the class considered in [3].

Example 2.8.  There exists a /f-function which is equivalent to no convex

function.

Proof.  First, suppose ft is any /^-function whose graph is piecewise linear.

Suppose g is convex and for some K > 0, K~1 < h(8)/g(9) < K for 0 near 0+.

Let Z be the convex function whose graph forms the lower boundary of the con-

vex hull of the graph of ft.  Let { 9n} be the sequence with 0„ \0 such that

(0„, ft(0„)) is a vertex lying on the graph off.  Let 9n + x < 0 < 0„, 0 = X0„ +

(1-A)0„ + 1. Then

K-lf(6) <f(9)g(9)lh(9) <g(9) < Xg(9„) + (1 - A)g(0„ + 1)

<K[Xh(9n) +(1 -X)ft(0„ + 1)] = Kf(9).

Thus, if there is such ag, the function f has the same properties.

Define f to be the piecewise linear function passing through the points

(1/n, 1/n!).  Define ft to be the piecewise linear function joining these points and

the additional points ((n2 + l)/n2(n + 1), 1/2 • «!).  It is not hard to calculate

that Z is the convex function bearing the same relationship to ft as above. Further-

more, the secant slopes of ft tend to zero so that by Theorem 2.6, condition (1),

ft is a ^-function.  But, if 0„ = (n2 + l)/n2(n + 1), then ft(0„)/Z(0„) -+ °°.

Combining this with the above initial remarks verifies the example.

In fact, it is not hard to see that for each given convex function g, the K-

curve corresponding to the function ft of the example contains whole parts in its

closure which are not in the closure of the curve defined by g.

3. Interpolating sequences and Blaschke products. We begin with some

facts about A/-sequences. The first result can be computed by brute force and

was noted in [4], while the second follows at once.

Lemma 3.1. If z =re'e, w¡ =p1e/^,i, w2 = p2e'v'2 and0<r<pl<p2<l,

0 < ip2 < ^ < 0 < jr/2, then \(z, Wj) < x(z, w2).

Corollary 3.2. Suppose {zn} is an M-sequence and for some 5 > 0,

X(2„, z„+1 ) > 6 •  Then x(z„, zm ) > 8 for all n, m.

The next result is basic to the section and allows us to use some of the

techniques of [4] to improve Wortman's theorem on interpolating sequences.

Lemma 3.3. Let {zn = rne'e"} be an M-sequence such thatx(zn,zn+i)>

S > 0 for some 8. Then, {zn} can be partitioned into two M-sequences {ak} and

{ßk = pkehfk} such that:

(1) {ak} is geometric, i.e., 1 — |afc+1|/l — |afc|<c< Iforsomec.
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(2)  77ze numbers (<pk — <pfcf ,)/(l — pfc) are bounded away from zero.

Proof.   Let

"n =0 -rn + l)l(\ -rn),      b2n = 2(1 -cos(fl„ -fl„ + 1))/(l -rn)\

and for 0 < c < 1, let Nc = {n: a„ > c}. If JVC is always eventually empty we

may take ak = zk and {/3fc} to be empty. Otherwise, we compute, suppressing

indices with rn = r,rn+1 = p,

(l+r)(l +P) .        2r W1     s2.,
—;-;-î—r = i — x (^„,z„+i) < i — 6¿ < l.
a-1 +2r + r2a + /-pft2a~1 " + 1

Solving for ft2 and taking a as any limit point of {a„} through Nc,

lta inf „j > (■+«)>«'-(!-.)■     0+tyt.-(1-t).
(l-5a) (1-SJ)

since for n G A^c, a„ > c so a > c. Therefore, we may choose b0 > 0 and c so

close to 1 that bn > b0 for n GNC.

Fix such a c.  Let {afc} be the sequence (in natural order) {zn: n GNC}.

Given k, for some n & Nc and m > n, afc = zn, afc + 1 — zm. Then

1 - l<*fc+11/1 - |afc| = (1 -rm)l(\ - rn) < (1 -rn + 1)/(l -rn)<c.

Thus {afc} is geometric.

Consider the remaining sequence {zn: n GNC}= {ßk} in natural order.

Given k, for some nGNc and m> n,ßk = zn and ßk+x ~zm- Then, because

of the choice of c,

to* - **+iV(i - p*) = (ö« - 0m)/O - O

>{dn-9n+i)l(\-rn) = bn>b0>Q.

A crucial observation of Wortman [4] for us is that one can make an excel-

lent lower estimate of an infinite real product n an provided the numbers {a„}

are bounded away from zero on the left.

Lemma 3.4. Let {an} be a real sequence such that for some 5 > 0, S <

an < 1 for all n.   Then,

expl-8-1 £ (1-«*))<  ft *fc<exp(-¿ (1 -ak)\.
v fc=i /      fc=i \    k=1 * /

Proof. The proof is standard beginning with the inequality (1 — x) <

-logx<S_1(l ~Jc)forS <x <1.
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We now isolate as a lemma the computations required for both of the main

results, Theorems 3.6 and 3.7, of this section.

if)
Lemma 3.5. Let {zk = rke   k} be an M-sequence in D such that

(9k — 9k+ ,)/(l — rk) > b0 > 0 for all k. Assume further that for all k, rk >

1/2 and 0 < 9k < n/3. Let w = pei<p G D and let n be the index for which

°n+X<*<en-    M™

£ = ¿ 1-X2(w, zfc)

k = l
k*(n-l).(n + 2)

<^= Ln-,    *■-*>    + tan-,    »-»  1
b0y/p I       W(i-'n-i) ¿>0Vp(1->•„+, )J

Proof. The condition 0 < 9k < ir/3 implies that 1 — cos (0fc — y) >

(9k — v)2/4. Thus, using rk > }4 and beginning with the expression for 1 — x

listed at the beginning of §2, one has

(1-rJO-p)

2

1"l(*'!'K4(l-p)'+*-#/4-

Replacing each term of 2 by this estimate and using the facts that for k = 1,

. . . , n - 2 one has 1 - rk < (9k - 9k+ ,)/&„, and for k = n + 3, . . . one has

1 — rk < 1 — rk_ ,< (0fc_, — 9k)/b0, we estimate

r < - Pz  (1~p)(g*~g*+») + ¿ -fcp)(g*-»~gfc)
*o |»f i (1 - P)2 + P(0* - *>)2/4     » ¿?+ s O ~ P)2 + P(^ - 0fc)2/4_

< V^ LU'1 +Jc)fT0ll
where ̂ = Vp (0„_, - *)/2(l - p), 5 = Vp~(0, - 0/2(1 ~p),C =

\fp(>p — 9n + 2)/2(l — p),D = VpV/2(1 — p). This last step follows from stan-

dard type estimates of sums by integrals. The inequality remains if one replaces

B and D by infinity and, by the choice of n, if one replaces A and C, respec-

tively, by the smaller values

A > VP (0„_, - 0„)/2(l - p) > /30Vp(l - r„_ ,)/2(l - p)

and

C > Vp~(0„ + ,- 0„ + 2)/2(l - P) > Z>0Vp(1 - rn + ,)/2(l - p).

The result then follows.
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We recall Carleson's condition (see [1]) that a sequence {zn} in D is an //"-

interpolating sequence if and only if Uk¥,nx(zk, zn) > 8 > 0 for some 5. Not-

withstanding the elegance of this characterization it is generally not an easy matter

to check the condition in special cases.  In [4] Wortman verified Carleson's condi-

tion under the hypothesis that the points {zn} form a strict M-sequence lying on

a convex curve terminating at 1 such that x(zn> z„ + i) ^ 80 > 0 for all n. We

show next that the convex curve is superfluous.

Theorem 3.6. Let {zn} be a strict M-sequence in D.   Then, a necessary

and sufficient condition for {zn} to be an H°°-interpolating sequence is that

X(z„. z„ + i)> 80> 0 for some 80.

Proof. That x(zn> zn +1) ** ̂ o ^ 0 ^ ^zn^ 's interpolating follows at once

from Carleson's condition.

Suppose conversely that x(zn, zn+1) > 80 > 0. By Lemma 3.3, {zn} can

be partitioned into a geometric sequence {ak} and an M-sequence {ßk = pkellfk}

such that (ipk — fk+1)l(l — pk) > b0> 0 for some b0. Since our result does

not depend on the first few terms we may assume pk > 1/2 and 0 < 9k < 7r/3.

Then Lemma 3.5 applies with {zk} = {ßk: k ¥= n} and w = ßn. Then certainly

2fc-tn 1 — x2(ßn< ßk) **= M for some constant M.   Since by Corollary 3.2 one has

X(ßn> ßk) ^ &o f°r ^ n> k> Carleson's condition for {ßk} follows from Lemma 3.4.

Thus {ßk} is interpolating.  It is well known that any geometric sequence, and

thus {cxk}, is interpolating.

Let By, B2 be the Blaschke products with zeros {ak} and {ßk}, respectively.

Then B = BXB2 is the Blaschke product with zeros {zn }. Referring to the very

last material concerning interpolating sequences in [1] we have that the closure

in V of each of {ak} and {ßk} is homeomorphic to the Stone-Cech compactifica-

tion of the integers and Bt and B2 vanish only in the closures of { ak} and {ßk},

respectively.  But applying Corollary 3.2 to the sequence {zn}, we see that {ak}

and {ßk} have disjoint closures. Thus {zn}~ is homeomorphic to the Stone-Cech

compactification of the integers and B vanishes only in the closure of { zn } . Con-

sequently, {zn} is interpolating.

In the special case that the sequence {zn} is asymptotically equally spaced

and lies on a AT-curve one can estimate the boundary behavior of the modulus

of the Blaschke product with zeros {zn}.

Theorem 3.7. Let T be a K-curve with polar representation 1 — r = f(9).

Let {zk = rke' k} be points chosen on T recursively by 9k+1 = 9k — bQf(8k)

for some bQ > 0. Let B be the Blaschke product with zeros {zk}.   Then:

(1) For 7 G (0,°°), 7*1,
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lim inf {\B(w) \: w = pe¡f> —* 1, f(<p) - 7(1 - p)}> exp(-(28)' lM(y))

whereS =(l7-ll/l7+ 1\)2 and M(y) = (l6/b0) tm-l(4lb0y) +4(1 -S).

(2) Let h0 be in the closure in V1 of {zfc} and let r be the Wermer map

ofD onto the part ofh0 such that r(0) = h0.   Then B ° r is the Blaschke prod-

uct whose zeros have coordinates a(z) = 1, b(z) = 0, ± b0,± 2b0, ....

Proof.   Let 1 =£ y > 0.  Every homomorphism in Í?, in the closure of

F(/> y) = {PeliP: /(V) = 7(1 — P)} is in the same part as some homomorphism in

the closure in #, of {zk} since the points {zk} are asymptotically equally spaced

(by ¿>0/V4 + ¿>o).  ^jet no De *n tne closure of {zk}, say, h0 = lim znçay Let t

be the Wermer map of D onto the part of h0 such that r(0) = h0. Let z0 be a

point in D such that a(z0) = 1/7 and let N be the greatest integer in b(z0)/b0

and X = b(z0) - A7^.  By Theorem 2.7, t(z0) = lim P„(ce)e'V"(a) where <¿>„(ce) =

0«(a)+iV - V(0„(a)+/v) a«0 1 - P*(a) " f&n(a))h-

We may apply Lemma 3.5 to {zk} and w = P„(a)e"('"<ia^- From the above

we see that for b(zQ) > 0, 9n(a)+N+l < <pn(a) < 0„(a)+Ar whüe for b(z0) < 0,

Qn(a)+N ^ fn(a) ^ gfi(a)+Ar- r ^e wu^ handle explicitly only the case where /Xz0)

> 0 since as we shall see the only important ingredient in our argument will be

that the index of 0„(a) is advanced or retarded by a fixed amount.

To apply Lemma 3.5, we first notice that

1 - P„(a)       _f   lf(ßn(a)+N)~y(ßn(0L)+.N^

1 — rn(a)+N+l f(ßn(u)+N+l)
<27_1

for zz(a) large since / is a A"-function and N is fixed. Similarly,

1-Pnf»    <27-l-

1       rn(a)+N

Next, from [3] we have x(w, zk) > \y — 11/I7 + 11. Combining all of this we

have

■in. sup i  . - «„.(., 2t) < ^ ,„-    *. + 4 (, -(j^ij)' ).

If we apply Lemma 3.4 to |5|2 and recall the remark at the beginning of the

proof we see that (1) follows.

In fact, the estimate in (1) holds for 1(5 ° t)(z0)| whenever a(z0) = 1/7

regardless of the value of b(z0). If we fix z to lie on any curve 0 9* b(z) = b =

constant, —°° <b < °°, and let 7 —> °° we have  \(B ° t)(z)\ —► 1. That is, the

radial limits of \B ° t\ are 1 at all points of the unit circle except — 1. Taking

b(z) = 0 and letting 7 —► 0 we see that \B ° r I does not tend to zero radially at

—1. Thus B ° t is an inner function with no zero radial limits. Hence B ° r is
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a Blaschke product with a singularity only at —1. Since from Theorem 3.6, {zk}

is interpolating, B ° t vanishes exactly at those points in the part of ft0 which

are in the closure of {zk}. From Theorem 2.7 these points are precisely those

given in (2).

Corollary 3.8.  The closure in V^ of any K-curve disconnects V1-

Proof.  Let T be a K-curve with polar representation I — r = f(9).  Let

B be one of the Blaschke products discussed in Theorem 3.7.  For 0 < y < °°,

let A(f, y) = {ft: for some universal net rae'9a —* ft, f(8a)l(l — ra)-*y}. From [3]

one sees that if y G (0, °°) and y * y', then ,4(Z, 7) <~) A(f y') = 0. Since LSI = 1

on A(f, 00) and |5| < 1 onA(f,0) we see that A(f, 0)r\A(f,°°) is also empty. It is easily

seen that U {A(f, 7): 7 < 1} is closed and that its complement is A^ =

U {A(f, 7): 7 > 1}. Similarly, A2 = \J{A(f, y): 7 < 1} is open and Ax n A2

= 0. Since Pj — A(f, 1) = A t U A2 the result is clear.
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